
The miraculous beauty of Paradise

Paradise lies the Ho Chi Minh trail - about 4km west branch, located in the heart of a complex of
limestone mountains at an altitude of 191m, surrounded by pristine forests of the national park
of Phong Nha - Ke Bang.

  

The miraculous beauty of Paradise

GiadinhNet - Early in September, Quang Binh province officially opened The Paradise hotel -
one of the long and magnificent world.

Paradise lies the Ho Chi Minh trail - about 4km west branch, located in the heart of a complex of
limestone mountains at an altitude of 191m, surrounded by pristine forests of the national park
of Phong Nha - Ke Bang.

 With stunning beauty and mystery, The Paradise is expected to be a destination for new and
exciting attractions and tourism development in Quang Binh.

Nguyen Huu Hoai, Chairman of Quang Binh province, said: "To make new and more diverse in
the tourist activities of the province, we have invested heavily for new caves in the area a World
Natural Heritage National Park, Phong Nha-Ke Bang, including Thien Truong Thinh Street
Group as an investor. Moving Heaven is considered one of the most beautiful caves and the
longest length of over 36km. We expect tourists to Quang Binh will increase rapidly in the near
future. "

PPC was chosen as investors exploit The Paradise Group Truong Thinh urgently focus all
resources to complete the project within a short time, soon put into operation on the occasion of
The National Day 2 / 9 and grand celebration of 1000 years of Thang Long-Hanoi.

 In 2005, from information of a local people have accidentally discovered a cave with values in
the heart of the World Natural Heritage - National Park, Phong Nha - Ke Bang, immediately
attracting attention of scientists, explorers and communities in the country. Shortly thereafter,
Cave Research Association British Royal Family, under the chairmanship of Dr. Limbert
Howawd was immediately organized to explore the cave and announced the results of upset.

 Paradise of the more than 36 km in length, width varies from 30 to 100m, where the most up to
150m wide, height from the bottom up to the ceiling of about 60-80m, the Association of British
Royal Cave reviews is one of the most spectacular caves each group surveyed caves in the
world.

 Magnificent structure, the magical beauty and splendor of the cave led the participants
surprised. And from the interesting association of a "Heavenly Palace" on earth, in the heart of
the World Natural Heritage that which got the idea to name the cave is called "Paradise."
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The miraculous beauty of Paradise

 The occasion of the province is open to tourists heaven, the Group held Truong Thinh opened
Spa Resort Sun Villa Resort luxury 5-star standard, for a closed tour in Quang Binh:

* Tours of the day Sun Spa Resort - Hang Eight She - The Paradise - trailer springs, a type of
spiritual cultural tourism - combined with the history of eco-tourism explore diverse cave system,
Quang Binh's spectacular.

* Tour closed on Monday in a tour of the source: Sun Spa Resort - Nguyen Huu Canh Temple -
Truong Son Cemetery - Quang Tri Citadel - Ben Moc tunnels.

* Tour tour Tuesday that culture - in the local shopping city: Sun Spa Resort - Dong Hoi City -
Quang Binh Quan - During her wharf - shopping in the city.
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